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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Margarito Cázares Guerrero has contributed to the dictionary with 3666 meanings that we have approved and collected
in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do
not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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triturar
Make pieces

triunfadoras
Female plural of winner.  They are the people who achieve their goals and achieve success

troca
Truck or other motor vehicles, mainly used for transportation of goods or materials

trochon
resnicoff is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Torchon" being its meaning:<br>Says the person does good
things

trochón
Trochon or trochona , a person who does everything wrong for not being careful when performing any activity

trocon
trocon is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Trocon" being its meaning:<br>Augmentative of truck, shows
admiration

trojes
Construction where stored grain and forage in farms, ranches or farms

trompadas
Punches in person's face

trompear las bateas
Strictly speaking refers to the way pigs eat, figuratively refers to the way some people eat

tronar el chicharito
It is a vulgar and common way of referring to the realization of the sexual act

tronco
Part more robust of shrubs and trees, from which depart the branches

troncones
Plural augmentative of trunks, large pieces of wood

tronos
They are seats which the Kings or monarchs, are usually represent the power of the same



tropeada
tropeada it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "trapeada" being its meaning:<br>Action of mopping, pass
the MOP across the floor to clean it

tropiates
tropiates is incorrectly written, and should be written as "topiates" as meaning:<br>The topiates are rounded natural fiber
baskets made in traditional way, commonly the word is also used to refer to testicles

truhan
Crook is incorrectly written, and should be written as "rogue" being its meaning:<br>Person who lives of the fraud and
deception

tu amigo le puso por las nubes
Put clouds on someone is to speak very well of he or she; praise someone

tuberculos
tubers is incorrectly written, and should be written as "tubers" being its meaning:<br>Roots of some plants in globose or
rounded, form some of these edible as the Pope

tufillo
Tempting odor that whets the appetite

tugurios
They are the places where vice generally predominates, such as canteens, brothels, etc.

tuna
It is the fruit of the prickly pear

tunal
In the Mexican State of Coahuila, there is a small town with that name "El Tunal "

tunas
Fruit of the cactus and some other desert plants

tunica
tunic is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tunica" being its meaning:<br>Dress without sleeves, wide and
long

turistas
They are the people who are walking outside their place of origin

ubicarse
In the strict sense of the word means orient yourself, locate yourself in the physical environment



ubicuidad
Faculty of living simultaneously in two different sites

uds
It's the abbreviation for the word you guys

uitlacoche
uitlacoche is incorrectly written, and should be written as "huitlacoche" being its meaning:<br>Huitlacoche is a fungus or
disease of the corn, occurs in the growth stage of the ear, in the same plant. It is edible and in Mexico is considered a
delicious exotic dish

un chingo
It is a vulgar expression that means a lot, without specifying any amount

una de indios
Story or short story of sexual content where the characters are Indians

una lana
It is used to refer to a considerable amount of money

una persona parca
Grim reaper is correctly written and is used to refer to people who do not easily express his feelings and speak little

una persona parca
Is correctly written and refers to people who speak very little

una persona que hace bulto
Person who, in a group activity, contributes nothing, only " makes bulk " or only with a footprint

uncir
Tie or segetar

unica
The right way is "unique" means that there is no other equal in a given place or time

universitaria
Adjective that can apply to people, places, things, or matters

uña y carne
Used to refer to two people who always together, as the nail and flesh, walk more derogatorily used say nail and dirt to
refer to the same



urbanidad
Courtesy, good way to

urgida
That you are in a hurry

uruguayos
They are the people or things that originate in Uruguay

utilizado
Object or item that has already fulfilled any function.  When used with people has a negative connotation

último modelo
Cars or motor vehicles corresponding to their latest edition are said to be updated, models are usually updated every
year

único en su especie
It is an expression that describes someone or something like unique, unrepeatable.  It may be to highlight qualities or
defects

va a escampar
The clouds are going, it stops raining and the sun comes out

vaca vacia
cow empty is incorrectly written and should be written as "empty cow" being its meaning:<br>It is the cow that is not
pregnant

vacaciones
It occurs when a person temporarily leaves their daily tasks to enjoy a free time, usually taking advantage to get out of
their avitual environment

vadeable
That you can cross or draw back in order to move to the other end, is generally applied to a stream of water, e.g. a river,
but can also be applied to other things for example, a crowd of people

vadearon
They took out the back, generalamente is used to refer to remove the turn and not crossing a water source, as I could
be a river, dam or Lake

vagage
vagage is incorrectly written, and should be written as "baggage" being its meaning:<br>Set of knowledge or news
available to a person: example, cultural baggage



vagorosa
vagorosa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "vigorous" being its meaning:<br>Feminine of vigorously, with
force, force

vailar
The word vailar is incorrectly written, writes dance and means to move the body to a rhythm, you can dance alone, in
couple or forming groups

valemadrista
It is the person that doesn't matter anything, that does not pay due attention to the issues

valientes
There are brave people who face without fear of problems or hazardous situation

valiosas
It is said of people or things that have more material or other value compared to other people or similar objects

valores morales
They are the standard of conduct that we must have that human beings have, applying those values as; love, friendship,
honesty, etc.  , other values are materials, such as: money, properties, vehicles etc.

vamo a calmarno
vamo to calmarno is incorrectly written and should write is as "are going to calm us" being its meaning:<br>It is a
request to keep his composure, keep calm

varatijas
The correct way is trinkets, it is used to refer to things of little value, mainly in relation to jewellery

vargas
In Mexico Vargas is a surname

variedad o abundancia
Large number of items or products

varios
It means more than one or more than one option to choose or choose

vasijas
This is called the utensils used to prepare food, mainly pots and pans

vasos
They are vessels of various materials such as glass, plastic, ceramic, etc.  , are usually used to ingest fluids



vastísima
Very abundant, large quantity. Example, the food at the banquet was vast

vecindad
Regularly big house in which rooms or rooms not be interconnected each other, since each room inhabits it a person or
different family, in the neighborhood they are in common use the main entrance, Hall, health, etc.

vegetariano
It is said of the people that feed on vegetable-based

vehículo viejo
It is that car, truck or some other machine used for transport or cargo that shows signs of deterioration during years of
use

vehmente
vehmente is incorrectly written, and should be written as "vehement" being its meaning:<br>Having an impetuous force

vella
Vella is incorrectly written, and should be written as 'beautiful' being its meaning:<br>Nice view, nice, beautiful

ven
Voice command, to ask that they come to one, usually used by prepending please

vender el cuerpo
It's prostitution, having sex in exchange for money

venir como caido del cielo
Arriving when most needed

venirse a tierra algo
It means the possibility of failing in some purpose

ver moros con tranchete
It is to see risks or dangers where there are no

verdugo
It is responsible for executing the death penalty

veredilla
Contemptuous of sidewalk, narrow footpath, usually of stroke and rustic composition

vergel



Orchard or garden with flowers and fruit trees

vericuentos
vericuentos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "twists and turns" being its meaning:<br>Used to refer to
places, mainly indefinite roads. It is also used to refer to situations that is passed before achieving an end

verijon
Be verijon is to be fearful or show fear for anything

vertieron
they poured is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Virtieron" being its meaning:<br>emptied

vertir
It is let to slide a liquid or other product outside the vessel that contains it, usually goes to another container, but can
also be it is disposed by any cause

vestigios
Something that is or remains for the passage of time leaving signs or signs of something that existed

vete a la verga
Is a form very vulgar and ordinary of asking him to someone that is remove of our presence

vezado
With knowledge and experience in an activity or issue

vianda
Food served at the table

viandas
They are joint lyned containers of three or four used years ago by workers to carry their food, are usually peelre and are
currently used as decoration or antiquity.  Also get used to calling food and ready

viciosos
Vicious or vicious, people who have vices, can be of different type : consumption of alcohol, tobacco, drugs, etc.

victoria
Feminine proper name

victoriosas
Female plural of victorious, is the one who achieves success

vidriado



Coating vitreous ceramics gives a smooth and shiny surface, and seals the porous ceramic bodies

vieja
Old feminine, something with a lot of time to use, therefore deteriorated or useless

vieja verdulera
Insulting a woman who talks a lot and likes gossip

viejas
Old plural, derogatory way of referring to women

viejo
Affectionate form snugly sned by some women to refer to her husband

viejo conocido
It's said of a man you have a lot of time to meet

viejo parís
Name given to a very fine old porcelain type

viga
Long and thick Madero used usually to form roofs of buildings

vigas
They are cuts elongated wooden true thickness or thickness, used in constructions old to hold the roofs of the rooms of
a house or building, currently highly appreciated for being very decorative

vigorosas
Plural of people, animals or plants that have strength, vigour or energy

viles
Low, lacking noble feelings

vinil
Synthetic material used to manufacture various products such as: coating for floors, materials for upholstery, etc.

vinilo
Form of plastic not flammable, flexible but hard, used since the 1940s

virales
It is said of the diseases caused by viruses



viriaje
viriaje is incorrectly written, and should be written as "cranking" being its meaning:<br>Sharp turn

virlar
Steal something, skip over it

visio
Visio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Vice" being its meaning:<br>Habit acquired by someone, usually
harmful to health, such as: smoking, drinking alcohol. In recent years is them to classified as diseases

visiplaca
visiplaca is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Biciplaca" as meaning:<br>It is the small metal plate with the
registration of your bicycle, for the control of the circulation of

visisitudes
visisitudes is incorrectly written, and should be written as "vicissitudes" being its meaning:<br>Alternation of opposite
events, setbacks

vitrina
Cabinet to display objects different

viuda negra
Thus a type of poisonous spider, also called says widow woman with a history of being a bad woman

vivificaras
Recover spirits, toning up, return to live life with gusto and joy

vivir bien
It is to have a good quality of life, to have what is necessary to meet the needs

vivir el presente
Live the moment, the now, and not be recalling or living things of the past but not the future

volado
Which it flies or leave the solid walls or buildings

volantear
Deliver flyers, ballot papers or leaflets in the homes, usually contain commercial advertising

volara alto
You will obtain great achievements or achieved great goals



volo
Past the verb fly

voluble
To change easily

voluntariosa
He insists that his will be done, or that I acted in accordance with your wishes

vosal
The vozal is a part of various materials placed in the muzzle of some animals, to prevent them to bite, very commonly
used in dogs

voyante
Successful, that all goes well in particular business, profession, etc.

vulgaridades
These are inappropriate words that should not be used as they are offensive to those who hear them

wakalas
It is used when you are referring has something that causes nausea or wants to vomit

ya veremo
Is used to not resolve some time and give time to think about the issue and provide a response to all this also is called
give long to the topic

yegüero
Someone dedicated to the breeding and care of mares

yeso
Material in white powder, used in the construction industry and in the production of handicrafts, decorative and religious

yoko
It is the name of the wife of the late Jon Lennon

yunta
Pair of draught animals to plow the land or pull carts also other similar vehicles, the oxen are usually formed by a pair of
oxen

yuquero
Is the person that sells yuquis



yutacan
yutacan is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Yucatán" being its meaning:<br>It is one of the States of Mexico,
located on the peninsula of the same name

zacarías
Male proper name

zacate limon
lemon grass is incorrectly written and it should be written as "grass lemon" being its meaning:<br>Is a plant in shape of
grass with which is preparing tea with a taste to lemon

zafado
It is something that emerges from the side or main body, which can be part

zafado
Be release is to be crazy

zaguan
zaguán is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Hall" being its meaning:<br>Gantry, part indoor, immediately to
the front door and serves as a vestibule to a House

zampo
I zampo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "will I zampo" being its meaning:<br>He ate

zancada que es
Step long, comes from the word stilts, example, had quickly and arrived in a few strides

zancudos
Mosquitoes that feed on the blood of humans and animals, are the transmitters of dengue, breed in stagnant water

zapata
Mexico shoe is a surname

zapatillas de deporte
It is the footwear commonly known as thesis, made with flexible materials that makes them very comfortable

zarzales
Are some bushes with many thorns, it is also the place where you can find these shrubs

zegada
That cannot be adequately momentarily, example, Susana was blinded by crying for a long time



zegada
Blind, cut some kind of plant when come harvest time, for example, wheat is blind

zenzontle
Zenzontle is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Mockingbird" being its meaning:<br>Bird or bird of grey color
that mimics the song of birds, not to confound with our definitions clarified, all the cenzontles are birds but not all birds
are cenzontles.

zocarrón
It is said person that it does not match or follow recommendations or advice received

zoco
Market or plaza

zografia
zografia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "zoografia" as meaning:<br>Study of the geographical
distribution of animals

zollozante
zollozante is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sollozante" as meaning:<br>Crying, example: Maria came
home from school sobbing because the scolding teacher

zoquete
Mass formed by Earth and water with sticky consistency

zorrillo
Nocturnal mammal, defends itself from predators by emitting its putrid smell urine

zumo de limón
Lemon juice

zumo de naranja
It is the juice or liquid part of oranges

zunbante
zunbante is incorrectly written and it should be written as "buzzing" being its meaning:<br>Producing a continuous noise
can be annoying: the bees are buzzing

zurcir
Repair with ahuja and thread a piece of clothing or other apparel fabric

zuripanto
Prostitute, man charged for having sex



zuripantos
Is not common use of the word in the masculine, feminine, the meaning would be prostitutes, then the meaning of
zuripantos would be dubbed

zurita
In Mexico is a surname

zurrar
Perform a physiological need

zurró
He licked is incorrectly written and it should be written as "I zurro" being its meaning:<br>Past of spanking, synonym / "
defecate "

¿hombrecillo
Slim and tall man

¿que es un remedio casero
Is everything that is made or applied to remedy a discomfort, illness, or disease, without going to a doctor

¿que significa la locucion contra viento y marea?
It is said when one is willing to do something against adversity

¿qué es un bolo?
In the North of Mexico, a bolus is a small bag of candy and other sweets given to each of the children who attend a
piñata or an Inn at the time of navidadd

¿qué es un desnudo?
A nude is any man without clothes

¿qué venden las palenqueras?
In Mexico the palenqueras do not sell anything, are the artists who often sing in the palenques


